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Gun Britt Coiffure 

"Copenhagen Way to Wear Hair"

Gun Britt Coiffure is a bit of an institution. Many of the most established

hairdressers in town started here with Gun Britt as their mentor and

teacher. She still reigns supreme and has cut and styled a string of regular

customers for years now. London is the main source of inspiration and

thus Gun Britt manages to remain utterly contemporary.

 +45 3393 1353  www.gunbritt.dk/  amagertorv@gun-britt.dk  Amagertorv 3, Copenhagen

 by thomaswanhoff   

Amazing Space d’Angleterre 

"Extensive Treatments"

Located within the plush confines of the Hotel D'Angleterre, the aptly

named Amazing Space is a lavish oasis of tranquility and wellness. The

extensive menu of treatments is Nordic-inspired, and is a mix of traditional

and cutting-edge modern techniques. Full body treatments and rituals

include the signature Nordic Space, Detox Sea Wrap and the indulgent A

Day In Heaven. Heal your tired body and soul with the relaxing array of

massages that include the Nordic Stone Massage and Aromatherapy Hot

Oil Massage. Apart from this, they also have focused treatments for the

face as well as hands and feet. The beauty treatments on offer are

eclectic, and include grooming services as well as make-up and hair

styling. Luxurious treatment rooms and relaxation areas add to the

experience. Check website for more.

 +45 3333 8233  www.amazing-space.dk/  info@amazing-space.dk  Kongens Nytorv 34, Hotel

D'Angleterre, Copenhagen

 by Unique Hotels Group   

Klinik Tobias 

"A man's World"

Its a modern world with changing attitudes and upturned preconceptions.

In keeping with the new lifestyle changes Klinik Tobias indulges men with

special massages, spa treatments, facials and a lot more. Their use of high

quality products combined with a group of professionals work marvels for

men of various skin types and complexions. So after those hectic hours of

work, head down to Tobias for a unique relaxation.

 +45 3133 7010  www.kliniktobias.dk/  Kronprinsessegade 26, Copenhagen

 by Idhren   

Cosmo Skin Lounge 

"Modern Skin Care"

Living within new age conventions of emphasis on appearances through

healthy means, time and often places providing quality treatment often

fall short. The Cosmo Skin Lounge located in Sankt Hans Torv is a most

definite answer that provides organic skin treatments for individuals of

both the sexes. Services like permanent hair removal through safe laser

treatments and many such modern methods ensures a beautiful you. So

while in Copenhagen, go and pamper yourself at the lounge.
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 +45 3539 4400  www.theskinlounge.dk/  info@theskinlounge.dk  Guldbergsgade 9,

Copenhagen
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